Redneck Rally & Tuff Truck Rules for Hamilton County Speedway
Please read through carefully. If any questions, please contact the Hamilton County Speedway office at (515) 832-6000.
Please note that these rules are subject to change. Upon any amendments made, Hamilton County Speedway will
published amended rules, outlined in red.

Classes:






Car Class - Any front wheel drive car or minivan will be allowed, other than late 70's and very early 80's
Cadillac's and Buicks. (No boats!) Later model Cadillac's and Buicks are allowed. *AWD vehicles permitted,
as long as rear drive shaft is removed.
Compact Truck Class - Rear wheel drive only. 4WD drive acceptable if front drive shaft is removed. They
must have a full steel top. No jeep wranglers/ Suzuki samurais/ Geo trackers, etc.
Outlaw Class! - Anything automotive based. Cars, pickups, 2WD or 4WD, full size vans, figure 8 cars, derby
cars, stock cars, anything goes! These do not have to have DOT approved tires.
Side by Sides - Helmets and seatbelts REQUIRED. Must have a white number plate with black lettering.

Mandatory Rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

HELMETS ARE REQUIRED!
Car/Truck MUST have a roll bar/demo bar. Full cage is not required.
Car MUST have all exterior plastic removed.
Car MUST have all glass completely removed. It is acceptable to leave windshield, if driver prefers.
Car MUST have DOT approved tires.
Car MUST have a number painted on the side, large enough to see from the grandstands.
Vehicle MUST have a white number plate on the roof (with black numbers), easily visible to the
scorekeepers.
8. Passengers are NOT allowed!!!
9. No Attitudes. Rubbing is racing, however this is not a demo derby. Over aggressive driving will have you
removed. Pushing and shoving to gain position is allowed.
10. Doors MUST be welded or chained shut.
11. Bumper modifications are allowed, however if we feel they designed to tear up tires (or do damage to
other cars), or we see they are not attached well, you may be asked to remove them.
12. If you are found to be intoxicated, you will not be racing.
Suggestions and Tips:






Interior or exterior door bar is recommended.
Full roll cages are perfectly fine. You are liable for the safety of your own car. Please use common sense,
and do not make cages out of unsafe materials (fence posts, conduit, etc).
Fuel Cells are not required. Gas tanks and batteries can stay in stock location.
Factory seat belts and seats will be allowed.
Factory interior can stay in the car.

Tuff Trucks:



All windows must be removed along with headlights and taillights.
Helmets, gloves, and neck brace required.
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